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Crop Budget Estimator Tool 

This factsheet helps to explain the key concepts and uses of the Crop Budget Estimator Tool. 

By Jon LaPorte, MSU Extension Farm Management Educator 

 

The Microsoft Excel based tool is built around key areas that producers need to consider as they plan for and 
continually evaluate their growing season.  It combines in one place: 

 Marketing Goals 
 Yield Goals 
 Detailed Chemical Planning 
 Detailed Fertilizer Planning 
 Break-Evens of: 

› Net Farm Income 
› Cash Flow 
› Net Worth 
› Economic Profitability 

The Estimator Tool is only as useful to the producer as the information that they put into it.  Using their own 
farm records, they can build a budget that is used for Marketing decisions, comparing Chemistry and Fertilizer 
programs recommended by crop nutritionists and advisors, evaluating Capital Purchases (i.e. a new tractor or 
combine), and other important management decisions for their farm.   

These management decisions are broken into four key areas: 

 Net Returns 
 Financial Scorecard 
 Break-Evens 
 Fertility Program 
 

Let’s explore each of these areas more closely… 

 

Net Returns 

This section focuses on several concepts, including both Accounting and Economic principles of profitability: 

 Return Over Direct Expense 
 Net Farm Income 
 Net Cash Flow 
 Economic Profit 
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Return Over Direct Expense 

This area concentrates on what are generally referred to as direct or “variable” expenses.  These are 
purchases for the farm that you will commonly see when filing your taxes.  Often referred to as “Schedule F” 
expenses, they include input purchases like Seed, Fertilizer, Chemicals, Fuel, Freight & Trucking, etc. 

To input numbers for this section, there are four main tabs of the tool the producer must use.  Direct & Fixed, 
Chemical Plan, Fertilizer Prices, and Fertilizer Plan. 

The first thing to remember about the Direct & Fixed tab is that it is affected by the numbers of acres the 
producer chooses to input for corn, soybeans, and wheat.  This allows for a more exact expense per acre for 
items that are not routinely purchased on a “per acre” or “per bag” basis.  For example, Fuel is purchased for 
$1,038.00 and the producer has 100 acres of corn.  The producer enters “100” into the acres field for corn on 
the Crop Budget (Main) tab and then $1,038.00 into the Equipment Fuel line on the Direct & Fixed tab.  The 
tool then calculates that the per acre expense is $10.38 and forwards that value onto the Crop Budget (Main) 
tab automatically. 

One key difference on the Direct & Fixed tab is with Seed expense.  The tool allows a producer to enter the 
exact price paid per bag of seed and the planting population rate used for that crop.  For Wheat acres, the 
producer can also input the Seeds/lb. for a more accurate per acre expense.  This allows for an accurate per 
acre calculation of their seed expense.   

The Chemical Plan tab allows the 
producer to determine what the actual 
expense per acre of their chemical 
purchases are for each specific crop.  For 
example, when spraying with Glyphosate 
it is recommended by the MSU Weed 
Control Guide to use the adjuvant 
Ammonium Sulfate.  Depending on the 
type of weed being sprayed, additional 
adjuvants (i.e. crop oil or methylated seed 
oil) is recommended to be added for 
increased efficacy.  These are 
“overlooked” expenses that affect the 
producers Net Returns on the farm.  
Chemicals and adjuvants can be selected 
by clicking on the “drop down” menu 
featured in each section of the Chemical 
Plan tab. 

There is also an Adjuvant Help Guide tab to assist in determining adjuvant rates as the units of measurement 
on some crop recommendations may be different than those found on product labels. 



The Fertilizer Pricing and Fertilizer Plan tabs work together much in the same way that the Chemical Plan tab 
functions.  In these sections, a producer enters their “per ton” price in the Fertilizer Pricing tab as this serves as 
the basis for the Fertilizer Plan calculations to function correctly.  When inputting the actual plan onto that tab, 
the producer can select from a “down” menu what fertilizer products they will be using for each crop.   

These can be further broken down between 
Broadcast, Starter Fertilizer, and Post-
Applied depending on when each fertilizer 
is used.  Each of these areas of the tab 
include Macronutrients, Micronutrients, 
Lime, and Nitrogen Stabilizers, if used.  As 
a producer inputs each product and the 
pounds per acre of that product applied, a 
“nutrient analyzer” calculates how many 
pounds of actual nutrients are being 
applied to that crop.  At the bottom of the 
page, not only will the producer see what 
the total fertilizer expense per acre exists 
for their crop, but also how many actual 
nutrients their fertilizer plan is providing.  
These values are transferred automatically 
to the Crop Budget (Main) tab.  

 

Net Farm Income 

This is often referred to as “operating profit” as it looks at revenue remains after paying for the expenses 
needed to operate the farm.  It takes the Return Over Direct Expense and subtracts the fixed expenses (i.e. 
Farm Insurance, Land Rent, Real Estate Taxes, etc.) to determine what the farm’s initial profit level is.  It also 
includes the use of Depreciation.  This is not the same type of depreciation that a producer will find on their 
IRS tax return, but the “economic” form of depreciation. 

Economic Depreciation focuses on the lost value of assets over time.  As machinery and buildings begin to 
age, their resale value will begin to decline on the open market.  In order to maintain the overall value of the 
farm business (i.e. Net Worth), enough revenue has to be produced to either purchase additional assets to 
replace the aging asset or to have available cash on hand to make those purchases at a later date.  Though 
this is not an expense that the farm will actually write a check from the farm account to cover, it is included in 
the calculation of Net Farm Income because of its importance to the longevity of a farm business.   

To calculate this amount, the producer should select the Capital & Management tab at the bottom of the 
Estimator Tool.  Then they can input the values of machinery and equipment, titled vehicles, and buildings and 
improvements into the depreciation calculator.  These values can be found easiest on the farm’s most recent 
balance sheet, typically beginning of the year.  Then select what depreciation rate is most appropriate for the 
assets.  The level of depreciation or decline is somewhat subjective with machinery and equipment falling 
between 5-10% and 2-5% on buildings.  Often a higher rate of depreciation is used on newer assets.   
Producers should be sure to account for any purchases or sales of assets as they will impact the final 
depreciation value. 
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Net Cash Flow 

Cash flow focuses around the farm’s ability to repay its debt obligations by making both principal and interest 
payments as well as other financing related expenses.  These are listed on the Crop Budget (Main) tab under 
the “Adjustments For Financing” section.  In order to calculate what those values are, a producer must select 
two different tabs: Loans & Financing and Capital & Management.  

To determine the Interest and 
Principal payments, a producer 
should select the Loans & 
Financing tab at the bottom of the 
Estimator Tool.  On this page, the 
type of loan debt being accounted 
for on the farm can be written in 
under the Description column; 
whether it is Operating, Capital 
Purchase (i.e. Tractor), or the 
purchase of land.  After filling in the 
description of the loan, enter the 
loan amount in the Purchase Price 
column.  The Loan Terms column is 
where the number of years that the 
loan will be in existence can be 
entered followed by the Interest 
Rate of the loan.   

With this information, an annual 
payment will be calculated for each 
type of loan the producer enters.  
The payment is then allocated 
across Corn, Soybeans, and Wheat 
using the acres entered on the Crop 
Budget (Main) tab for each crop.  A 
table to the right of these columns 
illustrates what the allocations look 
like as a total per crop and then per 
acre as well.  

Income Taxes and Owner 
Withdrawal can be found in the 
same area of the Capital & 
Management tab as Depreciation.  
Note on Depreciation:  Remember that this is not an expense that the farm writes a check from the farm 
account to cover.  Therefore, when calculating Cash Flow, this value is subtracted from the overall expenses 
prior to determining what the Net Cash Flow amount for the farm is. 

 

  



Economic Profit 

Economic profit includes not only operating, but cash flow and net worth activities as well.  Most importantly, it 
includes the consideration of Opportunity Costs. 

Opportunity Costs on the farm relate to the income the producer could be gaining if their resources were put 
towards another use.  These resources include the unpaid hours that a farm manager works and the value of 
capital (i.e. equipment, land, etc.) if it were invested elsewhere.  These are important numbers for the producer 
to understand, even if the business has a positive Net Cash Flow and creates a positive change in the farm’s 
net worth.   This is especially important during tough economic times when a farm is considering continuing 
operating or sell out the business as better opportunities may exist elsewhere that should be considered.   

The opportunity costs included in this Estimator Tool are found under the Economic Overhead section of the 
Crop Budget (Main) tab.  They include the Value of Unpaid Labor & Management and the Value of Unpaid 
Equity Capital.  To calculate these values, the producer selects the Capital & Management tab and uses the 
following formulas: 

Value of Unpaid Labor & Management = (Value of Farm Production (VFP) x 10%) + Value of Unpaid Labor Hours 

Value of Unpaid Equity Capital = Net Worth (value of assets) X Rate of Return on Assets (desired by the producer) 

The Estimator Tool assists the producer in calculating the Value of Farm Production.  It takes the market value 
of each crop as determined by the yield and price set by the producer on the Crop Budget (Main) tab and adds 
them together.  If this estimator were to include livestock information, the market value of the livestock would 
be added while the value of purchased livestock and feed would be subtracted from the total.  The producer 
then inputs their Unpaid Labor hours and the rate/hour that those hours would be worth if they were receiving a 
wage.  The calculated value is then allocated evenly across the acres for Corn, Soybeans, and Wheat. 

Value of Unpaid Equity Capital is calculated by the producer inputting the value of their assets and then 
inputting the desired rate of return on those assets.  The value of the producer’s assets are typically entered as 
the Net Worth of the business, because without paying off all debt obligations beforehand, the producer would 
not have assets available to invest elsewhere.  This value can be found on the most recent balance sheet for 
the farm business.  
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Financial Scorecard 

 

The Farm Financial Scorecard is a means of monitoring the financial health of the producer’s farm.  It can be 
used either at a single point in time or year after year.  It focuses on measuring the financial performance of the 
business using twenty-one key financial ratios.  These ratios are outlined in the following MSU Extension 
article series: Financial Ratios.  

The ratio listed in the Estimator Tool on the Crop Budget (Main) tab is the Operating Expense ratio.  Measured 
as a percentage, it outlines how much of the farm’s revenue is used towards covering operating expenses 
without paying for principal and interest on any existing farm loans.    

 

For example, if the operating expense ratio for a farm is at 90%, then that means for every $1.00 of revenue 
generated by the farm, $0.90 is needed to cover operating expenses.  That means that only 10%, or $0.10 of 
every $1.00 of revenue, remains available to pay for interest on term debt (principal and interest), capital 
purchases, and family living (i.e. groceries).  Understanding how much of the farm’s revenue is left over to pay 
for these important expenses can mean the difference between a profitable farm and one in serious financial 
trouble.  

This is one of several importance financial ratios found on the Farm Financial Scorecard that can help a 
producer understand the financial health of their operation and where they can focus on improving their 
business.  The Farm Financial Scorecard can be found via the University of Minnesota’s Center for Farm 
Financial Management website.  

 

Break-Evens 



Every farm wants to be able to market their grain for the best possible price or, when prices are low, produce 
the best yield possible to make a profit.  The question then becomes, what price or yield does the farm need to 
achieve to be profitable?  The Estimator Tool provides these break-even values on the Crop Budget (Main) tab 
for the producer to consider as they are entering in their farm’s information throughout the other program.  
However, just as there are four types of Returns that the tool outlines, there are four types of break-even 
numbers that a farm business needs to think about when marketing their products.   

 

Net Return (Over Direct & Fixed) Break-Even – Much of a production season is focused on variable and 
fixed input expenses.  That is why this is the most common number that farm managers tend to think about.  
The program calculates these break-evens by using the following formulas: 

Break-Even Price (Net Return) = (Variable Expense + Fixed Expense) ÷ Expected Production Level 

Break-Even Yield (Net Return) = (Variable Expense + Fixed Expense) ÷ Expected Price Per Bushel 

 

Repayment Capacity (Cash Flow) Break-Even – These are the numbers that the lender will want a farm 
business to focus on.  Cash flow is where the farm covers not only the variable and fixed expenses, but also 
the non-operating or financial obligations for the year.  This includes any family living expense, real estate 
taxes, and term debt payments that the business is expected to pay for.  The program calculates these break-
evens by using the following formulas: 

Break-Even Price (Cash Flow) = (Variable Expense + Fixed Expense + Financial Obligations – Economic 
Depreciation) ÷ Expected Production Level 

Break-Even Yield (Cash Flow) = (Variable Expense + Fixed Expense + Financial Obligations – Economic 
Depreciation) ÷ Expected Price Per Bushel 

 

Capital Retainment (Net Worth) Break-Even – Farm managers want their business to be worth more 
tomorrow than it is today.  The increase of value or net worth of the farm is a sign that it is doing well and 
considered a success.  This is accomplished mainly through the generating of additional cash or dollars that 
the farm can use.  Often to re-invest through the purchase of newer equipment, upgrading or adding facilities, 
or even the purchase of land.  These additional dollars are also used to cover the depreciation in value of 
those same investments.  To know what price or yield the farm needs to achieve to increase the value of the 
business, the program calculates these break-evens by using the following formulas: 

Break-Even Price (Net Worth) = (Variable Expense + Fixed Expense + Financial Obligations + Economic 
Depreciation) ÷ Expected Production Level 

Break-Even Yield (Net Worth) = (Variable Expense + Fixed Expense + Financial Obligations + Economic 
Depreciation) ÷ Expected Price Per Bushel 

 

Economic (Profit) Break-Even – As outlined earlier in this fact sheet, Economic Profit includes not only 
operating, but cash flow and net worth activities as well.  Most importantly, it includes the consideration of 
Opportunity Costs.  For purposes of this Estimator Tool, it includes the unpaid hours that a farm manager 
works and the value of capital (i.e. equipment, land, etc.) if it were invested elsewhere.  To help producers 
track what market prices or yields they need to achieve to stay competitive in comparison to other opportunities 
outside of the farm, the Estimator Tool calculates these break-evens by using the following formulas: 

Break-Even Price (Profit) = (Variable Expense + Fixed Expense + Financial Obligations + Economic 
Depreciation + Economic Overhead) ÷ Expected Production Level 

Break-Even Yield (Profit) = (Variable Expense + Fixed Expense + Financial Obligations + Economic 
Depreciation + Economic Overhead) ÷ Expected Price Per Bushel 
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Fertility Program 

The Estimator Tool allows a producer to understand the financial situation of their farm, but also the agronomic 
impact of their actual fertility program.  As outlined in the description of the Fertilizer Plan tab, the producer can 
input specific information about what fertilizers will be used and determine how much of various macro- and 
micro-nutrients will be provided to the crops.   

On the Crop Budget (Main) tab, using the yield goal provided by the producer, the Estimator Tool calculates 
the Nutrient Removal Rate that will occur in the field.  The producer can then compare the Nutrients Provided 
by their Fertilizer Plan to determine if they are providing sufficient nutrients to cover at a minimum the nutrients 
that will be removed at that yield goal. 

These are based on the MSU Extension Nutrient Recommendations for Field Crops in Michigan, Extension 
Bulletin E2904. 

 

The Crop Budget Estimator Tool can be found on the MSU Extension Farm Management website at: 

http://www.canr.msu.edu/farm_management/ 

 

 

 

 


